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PROFILE

Highly specialized Software Developer always at the forefront of cutting-edge technologies. I’m currently
working on highly scalable and maintainable end-to-end solutions using Nodejs, React, Typescript.

Throughout my career, I have worked on diverse projects including Fintech, interactive entertainment platforms,
and tourism services. From small to large-scale projects, I have experience in developing solutions from scratch
that can serve a high volume of users.

In addition to my technical expertise, I consider myself a team player who values communication and
collaboration.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Percapita New York, USA (Remote)
Frontend Developer August 2022 – Present

Project: Fintech application and main marketing website.

● Improved the development time by 30% by creating a modular and reusable React & TypeScript
frontend components library.

● Successfully implemented microservices architecture with the migration and integration of backend
legacy.

● Enhanced the application performance and rendering time in 10x by implementing server-side
rendering with React and Nextjs.

● Optimized existing codebase by fixing critical bugs using Typescript and testing with Jest in order to
ensure code quality.

● Deployed highly scalable Nodejs services using Docker and orchestration with Kubernetes, enabling
troubleshooting during the process.

Techstack: React 18, Nodejs, Next.js, Typescript, React Hooks
Additional skills:Microsoft Azure, Jira, Figma.

Tequila Tech Connecticut, USA (Remote)
Web Developer December 2022 – Present

Project:Marketing Agency
In this company I built and maintained websites for their clients, being a local MArketing agency in cozumel
Mexico allowed me to have direct in person contact with the clients to understand their request and to work
hand to hand their desired website

● Designed and developed Custom html emails, Landing pages, React applications. this allowed an
increase of 25% of new clients due to new services in the company

● Worked with in house designers who used Figma &amp; Canva to deliver design to developer teams, at
the same time I helped designers to guide them to understand Web Best Practices for their designs to
prioritize relevance

● Constantly review code for better SEO and faster loading to maintain customer happiness and ensure
business growth

Techstack: React, Redux, Node.js, Express.js, Next.js, MongoDB.
Additional skills: Postman, Git, Netlify, Vercel.
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ADDITIONAL & PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE (SUMMARY)

Scuba Hunt Cozumel, MX (On Site)
Web Developer November 2020 – January 2021

Project: Diving shop website
As the main Web Developer at Scuba Hunt, I took charge of building and maintaining the entire website.
Beyond just coding, I worked the site to meet Scuba Hunt's specific needs, ensuring it looked great and worked
smoothly.

● Collaborated with in-house designers employing Figma and Canva, facilitating seamless
communication between design and development teams.

● Conducted ongoing code reviews to enhance SEO and achieve faster loading times, contributing to
increased customer satisfaction

● Developed tailor-made HTML emails, landing pages, and React applications to enhance the overall
online experience for diving enthusiasts.

Techstack: JavaScript, CSS, HTML, Bootstrap Css.

Kings Chefs Cozumel, MX (On Site)
Web Developer July 2020 – December 2020

Project: Private Dining Company
As the Web Developer for kings chefs, I crafted and maintained the website, ensuring it met unique needs with a
modern and elegant design.

● Applied advanced JavaScript and react components to design and build visually engaging user
interfaces on our company website..

● Ensured a seamless user experience across devices by incorporating responsive design principles into
our website layout.

● Collaborated effectively with cross-functional teams, contributing to successful project outcomes and
meeting tight deadlines.

Techstack: JavaScript, ReactJS, Styled Components,

STACK & SKILLS

Programming Languages: JavaScript, TypeScript,
Frameworks and Tools: React, Next.js, Express.js, Tailwind CSS, MUI, Figma, Redux, StoryBook, Stripe API,
Postman, Netlify, Heroku, Vercel, Azure Stack.
Agile: Trello, JIRA, Confluence, ClickUp
DataBase:MongoDB, MySQL.

EDUCATION

UTEL University, Mexico

Computer Science (Bachelor’s Degree)

LANGUAGES

English: Highly proficient
Spanish: Native


